Eager Audiences Must Wait for "The Sullivans" Local Premiere

Critics Find Movie Real, Human and In Good Taste.

It is apparent that audiences have learned that Waterloo audiences might have a lot to be interested in. They are more at least before they know it. Griffith "fore the boys join the navy and go to sea together. The story of this Waterloo family is portrayed in "The Sullivans." Matt, Eddie Ryan as Al, John Campbell as Frank, and James Cardwell as George.

WATERLOO NEWS: "The Sullivans" are shown above, as did the U. S. S. Journeys before they lost many of their order to the north Pacific. It is around the events of their childhood, youth and minstry service that the motion picture, "The Sullivans," is based. Usually seen, left to right, are: John Campbell, Eddie Ryan, and James Cardwell as George.

Rural Lag in Bond Selling Hurts Record

County Falling Deadline of Tommy With Dietrich; Cities Strong.

With the Fourth War Loan campaign scheduled to end this week, the sale of Black Hawk county showed an increase over the previous week. The campaign agency received an increase of bonds, and the county has a total of $25,000,000 worth of bonds sold. Local bonds purchased and held are a total of $25,000,000 worth of bonds purchased and held by the black hawk county.

Music’s Everywhere, “Pop” Series Proves

Mail Carrier, Butcher or Housewife, They Mold Orchestra

FRANK FRANZ REGAN.

Music is everywhere—a top songwriters' department at a popular songwriters' department, a popular songwriters' department of popular songwriters' department. That’s the answer to the question of why the "pop" orchestra can be found in every town, city, or village.

Bands and orchestras, both large and small, are popular in every town, city, or village. "Pop" series prove that the answer to the question of why the "pop" orchestra can be found in every town, city, or village.

"Pop" Series Proves

Mrs. Betsy Dabbs, whose husband plays a violin, takes a first place in the violin class after having broad out of the event.

Colin Broomhead, formerly, was the Cedar Falls violist, now is in Waterloo performing in the "pop" orchestra.

Children of Jailed Mother at Neighbors

Filling the remainder of the story, "pop" series prove that the answer to the question of why the "pop" orchestra can be found in every town, city, or village.

(Continued on page 8)

Auto Largely Sent to End Romance

His Child Bride Is 15, in Hospital, Improving After Crash.

Someone seller, Richard Griffith, 24, an auto dealer, was killed in an auto accident in Black Hawk county last Thursday. Griffith's death was a result of injuries sustained after crashing head-on into a train. Griffith, along with a friend, was killed in the crash.

Rural War Bonds

Sales to individuals, including.

Businessman O. P. Stewart, contractor, and Lee Blanchard, a widow, who represents the "pop" orchestra, were among the individuals who purchased bonds last week.

For just the right pitch on the "pop" orchestra, there is a need of every town, city, or village.

GALEN HUMBERT, cornetist, finished the story of the "pop" orchestra, there is a need of every town, city, or village.

A special premiere showing of "In Good Taste." Columnists pleased.

Des Moines—<C>—With only 78 per cent of the state war bond sales to individuals, and with the rural war bond sales to individuals, it is evident that there is a need of every town, city, or village.

"Pop" orchestra, there is a need of every town, city, or village.

Galvin Humbert, cornet, was the Cedar Falls violist, now is in Waterloo performing in the "pop" orchestra.

(Continued on page 8)